Brad Mehldau  
Rare Transcriptions

1. Alfie (solo)          Brad Mehldau - *Live in Tokyo*  
2. Bewitched            Brad Mehldau - *The art of the Trio vol.3*  
3. Blame it on my youth Brad Mehldau - *The art of the Trio vol.1*  
4. The days of wine and roses Mark Turner - *In this world*  
5. Dedicated to you      Peter Bernstein - *Heart’s content*  
6. Exit music            Brad Mehldau - *The art of the Trio vol.4*  
7. Georgia on my mind    Charles Lloyd - *The water is wide*  
8. Moon river            Brad Mehldau - *The art of the Trio vol.2*  
9. Paranoid android      Brad Mehldau - *Largo*  
10. Still crazy after all these years Brad Mehldau - *Anything goes*  
11. Young and foolish    Michael Brecker - *American dreams*